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Special Features
01 Collaborative exhibitions

with students are being held!
Collaborative exhibitions

with students are being held!
Toyosu Library

Omiya Library

Library and Architectural Archive - Architectural Beauty Experienced in VR

Railway & Travel

In this exhibition, visitors are able to visually experience the architectural archives as 
three dimensional objects through VR goggles. This VR experience allows them to 
observe the objects in greater detail and grasp their beauty from multiple angles.

These exhibits were realized through the collaborative work with student teams and the library.
We look forward to your diverse ideas for future collaborations!

For more information, please come to the library reception or send an email to the following 
addresses. 
Toyosu Library: tlib@ow.shibaura-it.ac.jp, Omiya Library: olib@ow.shibaura-it.ac.jp

Celebrating its 45th anniversary, Railway Research Association, known as 
"Shibatetsu" is holding an exhibition in collaboration with Omiya Library.
N-gauge and plastic rails owned by the association, as well as railroad 
photos are on display.

This book skillfully 
depicts the astonishing 
potential and reality of 
the metaverse. It 
opens the door to a 
new dimension where 
reality and virtuality 
intersect.

Everything you need to 
know about how VR 
changes the brain and 
the senses. It is a book 
full of scientific fun and 
surprises.

Exhibit Materials:

We pursue the possibilities of VR and 
architecture.
Our goal is to use VR to learn about and 
deepen our understanding of architecture, 
and share that knowledge widely.
VR space design competitions and 
introductory courses are also offered, 
so please join if you’re interested in!　

We deepen our understanding of railroads through 
various activities, such as riding trains, photo shooting 
them, and making railway models. In everyday life, we 
usually perceive trains as a means of transportation. 
However, if you carefully observe their designs and the 
technologies used, you may be able to discover 
something new about trains. 
We hope you will experience the depth of the railroad 
through this exhibition!

Interviews with
　 a student team:
Interviews with
　 a student team:

Interviews with "Shibatetsu" members:Interviews with "Shibatetsu" members:

Archived videos of
special exhibitions
are now available!
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Library Best 503.

Toyosu Library

You can overview guidance videos, Best Leader Award interviews, 
and a report on the relocation of the Shibaura Library to Toyosu. If 
you have any comments or suggestions, please fill out the form.

Library News02.
SIT Library Annual Report for FY2022 is now available on the web site.

Omiya Library

Reinstatement of group study rooms
The group study rooms, which had been only available for 
individual users, became available again for groups. So you 
can now use the rooms to study with your fr iends. 
Reservation can be made up to 2 slots per day, and 2 weeks 
in advance for a minimum of 
2 people. Make up your 
study schedule and reserve 
the space! 

Vending machines have been installed 
in the light refreshment area！

Drink vending machines have been installed in the new 
area of the Toyosu Library. In addition to bottled and 
canned teas, juices, and energy drinks, drip coffee is also 
available. Next to the vending machines is a space where 
you can eat and drink, 
so how about taking a 
break from studying or 
writing reports?

SIT Library Annual Report

Questionnaire
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Official TOEIC listening &reading workbook
Call number: 830.79/E24/Gogaku

Aluminum Compendium 
Call number: 565.52/Sa85

Differential and Integral
- Campus seminar with a reputation for developing excellent skills
Call number: 413.3/B12

Light Alloy Materials
Call number: 565.5/Sa85

TOEIC L&R test for words & golden phrases 
Call number: 830.79/Te31

Five most loaned books
Male

（Apr.1st, 2022 ～ Mar. 31st, 2023）

Official TOEIC listening &reading workbook
Call number: 830.79/E24/Gogaku

Shin kenchiku 
Call number: 520/Sh64

Official TOEIC listening & reading training 
Call number: 830.79/E24/Gogaku

The Courage To Be Disliked
Call number: 146.1/Ki58

Preparation Workbook for Biotechnology 
Engineer Certification Exam 
Call number: 579.9/N77/Shikaku

Female


